
CASSIE, WHO LIES
Synopsis before the fact

CASSIE ROE is a troubled eleven year-old girl. Her mother abandoned her in an 
airport terminal when she was five, telling her she’d be right back. She sat in the terminal 
for three days waiting before someone noticed her and took her into care. She didn’t know 
her last name, only her first name. She became a ward of the state.

An effort was made to find Cassie’s parents, but didn’t pan out. Cassie bounced in 
and out of foster homes but spent most of there time in a foster home house. Cassie’s 
problem is that she lies. It’s a coping mechanism of course, but she can’t be broken of it. 
She lies about things that she doesn’t need to lie about, about things she shouldn’t lie 
about, and of course she lies about herself and her past. She appears to be a well adjusted 
extroverted girl, but it’s a show. She’s barely hanging on, wondering when her mother will 
return, wondering what she did or what it is about her that led her mother to abandon her.

YOUNG ADULT ADVENTURES (YAA!) is an organization that takes kids on 
adventures. It’s a vacation without parents, kind of a traveling summer-camp. Mostly the 
children who are sent there are from rich parents who don’t have time for their kids. For 
tax and publicity reasons, the make available some slots for at risk kids. Cassie is given 
one of these and accompanies the group to the DALTON HOTEL over Christmas for a  
week of “Winterland Adventure” with kids her own age.

The Dalton Hotel is an historic building in the mountains of Montana set just inside 
Glacier National Park. Wintertime is the slow time. Very slow. They’re happy to have any 
customers. They have a minimum staff and besides the YA group, are populated with 
people looking for solitude, characters and folks with secrets.

The other kids figure out Cassie pretty early, on the trip there in fact, and she’s 
shunned. She’s used to it, at least as much as she can be. One boy however, SCOTTY, is 
nice.

At the Dalton, Cassie sees a woman, VARNYA check into the hotel with a girl about 
her age, AGNES.

Cassie runs into Agnes on a snowshoeing trip and they hit it off.
Cassie is late for dinner one night and eats after most everyone has gone to be in the 

nearly empty cafeteria but she is joined by Agnes. Even though Cassie tells some tales, she 
and Agnes hit it off and promise to become friends.

The next day after the YAA’s activity, a nasty storm sets in. Cassie goes in search of 
Agnes to spend her free time with her. She can’t find her. She asks the around but no one 
knows who’s she’s talking about. She confronts the concierge who checked her in and he 
denies ever seeing her. She approaches the other kids in YAA who shake their head and 
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say Cassie’s made the whole thing up. She talks to the man she saw with Agnes in the he 
snow. He denies even being there. The waiter at her dinner, the bartender, the bar patrons 
all deny even seeing them. Finally, Cassie finds Agnes’ mother and asks her. To her horror 
she tells Cassie that she doesn’t know what she’s talking about. She has no daughter. She’s 
traveling alone with her friend Maria, was that who she meant?

Cassie has a meltdown as a blizzard bears down on the hotel, closing the 
approaches to the Dalton and sealing them off the outside world.

BEGIN ACT 2+
Has Cassie crossed the line? Has she told so many lies that she believes them herself 

now? Has she lost track of reality? Has she projected her own desires and fears into the 
situation, wanting a friend and so making one up and then losing her to a denying mother 
in an echo of Cassie’s own life?

Cassie fights with these fears as the blizzard rages. A clue, however convinces her 
that she is not crazy, that Agnes was real and probably in bad trouble. Cassie investigates 
what happened to Agnes. Cassie knows abandonment. She will not abandon her friend.

With some help from Scotty, but mostly alone, Cassie uncovers the secrets of all the 
liars in the hotel - those who denied seeing Agnes.

Ultimately she uncovers the truth - Agnes is in the he hotel, kidnapped by Russian 
mobsters in an effort to extort money from her mother who fled Russia to escape gangsters 
years before.

The chief mobster MELOR himself arrives in the final act and helps lead Cassie to her 
imperiled friend. In the final scene Cassie saves Agnes but burns downs the hotel (which 
has a history of burning down regularly).

Complications:
The lies of all the witnesses
FBI agent following Varnya & Agnes is killed
Attempts to hinder/kill Cassie as she gets close
 To the real criminals
 To the liars’ secrets
Cassie sedated to calm her down

Struggles
Her age
Her gender
Her class
Her reputation as a liar
Emotional Issues
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